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1. Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are a new kind of ad-hoc wireless network that will probably bring new
progress on the paradigm of pervasive computing. Many applications have already been envisioned for
WSNs, such as: support for traffic engineering, providing information about traffic conditions, motor cars
flows, etc; animal life monitoring and environment variables measurement, reporting values of temperature,
dampness, brightness, etc.

These networks may be composed by hundreds or even thousandsautonomous devices, the so called sensor
nodes. Each sensor node is a low-power and constrained device, generally composed by: a processor with
limited processing power; a restricted quantity of memory;a sensor board, which may contain different kinds
of sensor data acquisition devices; a battery, which provides power for the sensor node work and a radio that
allows wireless communication.

Given their particular features and the sensor nodes constrained resources, the WSNs have stimulated a lot of
different research areas, such as low-power hardware design, routing algorithms (surveyed by [10]), topology
control and optimization issues [1, 14, 15]. In general, themain aim of these researches is to extend the
network lifetime, since, in the operational environment, to charge or to exchange the sensor nodes’ batteries
is probably an impossible/unfeasible activity. In this paper we present algorithms that address some of the
problems that arise in this field:

• Density control: since the number of deployed sensor nodes can be really large, an important WSN
aspect is density control [11, 14, 15]. In a dense network, many sensor nodes can work on the same
region, generating redundant data. This is undesirable because it leads to more network traffic and
increases the energy consumption [11, 14, 15]. The density control mechanism adopted prevents sensor
nodes to work in the same region at the same time and ensures monitored area coverage.

• Sink mobility: in a WSN architecture, the sink is a special node which function is to gather the
collected data and send it outside the network. Our network model does not consider a fixed sink.
Nevertheless, since a WSN is expected to have a large number ofsensor nodes, it could be impossible
to move a sink node to each sensor communication range. However, our cluster-based approach com-
munication will make it easy to solve this problem. Since these networks will probably have more than
one cluster, we need to design efficient routes to sink tour among these clusters.

2. Related works

Density control is an important aspect of dense WSNs. Its roleis to manage the WSN redundancy, in an au-
tomatic manner, keeping active only a minimum set of sensor nodes at a certain time [1]. Several centralized
[1, 12] and distributed techniques [14, 15, 11] have been proposed for density control. In [12] a centralized
heuristic is proposed, to divide the set of sensor nodes in mutually exclusive subsets where each subset covers
the sensing area. The objective is to maximize the number of subsets. Zhanget al. [15] propose the an al-
gorithm named OGDC, a distributed density control algorithm. The OGDC idea is to make the sensor nodes



temporarily inactive, i.e. in sleep mode, when they are not essential to guarantee coverage and connectivity.
In [11] a cross-layer design have been proposed to integratethe OGDC density control with a tree routing
protocol.

Mobility have been used to improve the WSNs lifetime in a number of works [13, 7, 3, 8]. In [8, 16], sink
mobility with controlled and predictable movement patternare considered and one-hop communication is
used. It has been shown that one-hop constraint imposes a large delay in the data delivery, since sensor
nodes needs to wait the sink to be in its communication rage tosend its data. To minimize this effect, some
researches are considering multi-hop communication with mobile sink [3], reducing the sensor node waiting
time.

Many papers design communication protocols to support mobility in WSN, even though little attention has
been given to the motion control problem. Jea et al. [11] use acontrolled mobile sink to collect data, but
its trajectory is a fixed straight line, therefore the motioncontrol is reduced to define the speed the sink will
move. In [8] it is presented a sophisticated speed control; however only this part (the speed) of motion
control is considered.

In many researches, like [5], clustering is proposed to hierarchical organization of WSNs’ topology. This
hierarchical organization leads to various improvements in WSN [5]. In a hierarchical WSN, sensor nodes
only transmit data to the cluster-head, reducing the power needed to transmit; this organization way also
makes easy the data aggregation and restricts the data relayin cluster-head nodes.

3. Proposed method

In this work we propose for organization of WSNs considering mobility and density control. In the first
method (SHS) we use a single-hop communication strategy: sensor nodes do not relay messages from other
nodes. They only receive and transmit message from/to the mobile sink, and sensor nodes can only com-
municate with the sink if one is in the communication range ofthe other. In the second method (MHS),
sensor nodes are enabled to relay messages from other nodes to the sink, in a multi-hop fashion. However,
the number of hops a message could cross is limited.

These methods are based upon the assumptions that each sensor node knows its geographical position, the
sink knows all sensor node positions and sensor and sink communication range are fixed.

Both methods uses the same density control procedure. The role of the density control is to manage the
network redundancy, keeping a minimal set of sensor nodes inactivity at certain time [14]. Since sensors are
not active during all the time, the network lifetime is extended. The density control is deployed to WSN by the
sink, and since sink knows all sensor’ positions, we could implement a centralized density control strategy.
We model the density control as the weighted set cover problem (SCP) [4]: it is given a set of sensor nodesS

and a set of demand pointsD. Each demand pointd ∈ D represents the center of a small square area in the
sensing area that are covered by at least one sensors ∈ S. Each sensors ∈ S has an associated activation
costws , which is an inverse function of the sensor node energy, to prioritize activation of sensor with more
energy. Furthermore, each sensor can monitor a subset of thedemand pointsDs = {d ∈ D|dist(d, s) ≤ C},
wheredist(d, s) is the distance between the sensors and the demand pointd andC is the sensor’s sensing
range. The output is a setys ∈ Y of sensor nodes that are selected to be active and minimizes the sums of
activation energy.

The density control solution is deployed to the WSN by our mobile sink, since it is the only node that can
communicate with all sensor nodes. The density control solution is re-evaluated when each new mobile sink
tour starts. The task is done when the sink queries data from the sensor: at the same moment it indicates to
the sensor if it will be active in the next period. This deployment approach can lead to momentarily coverage
failures. For instance, consider that sensors1 could be turned off in timet1 and sensors2 be turned on in
time t2 > t1 and sensorss1 ands2 have the same sensing area, i.e.,Ds1 = Ds2 . Therefore, the subset of
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demand pointsD1 ⊆ Ds1 that is not in sensing area of other active sensor will be not covered in the period
time [t1, t2].

In this work we are assuming that the sensor node is able to manage its processor, its radio and the sensor
board by itself. When the density control defines a sensor as active, its sensor board and processor will be
turned on in the next period. The radio is always turned off after reporting data to the sink, since the radio
will only be needed when sink returns.

In SHS, sink needs to be in the sensor communication range to query its data. In order to enable the single-
hop communication, we divide our network in a set of clusters. Each cluster has a diameter of2R, where
R is the sensor node communication range, supposing thatR does not change during WSN operation. The
algorithm used to construct clusters is based in the MinimumSpanning Tree Method, that is an agglomerative
hierarchical clustering technique [6]. Given a setS of sensor nodes, this greedy algorithm starts with|S|
clusters of one sensor node each and successively joins the nearest clusters until no clusters could be joined
because of sensor and sink communication rangeR restriction. This procedure produces clusters with radius
up toR, what ensures that if sink is located at the cluster centroidit could communicate with all sensor nodes
in the cluster since, sink and sendor node communication range isR.

In MHS, we divide the network in several trees (forest) with the property that each sensor node in the network
is up toh hops of the tree root. Given a set of sensor nodesS, let Xp denote a subset ofp sensor nodes
and D(y,Xp) = minx∈Xp

hops(y, x),∀y ∈ S, wherehops(y, x) is the minimum distance beteweenx
andy sensor nodes. Finally, letH(Xp) = maxy∈SD(y,Xp). The trees are constructed by solving the
optimization problempλ = min{p : Xp ⊆ S,H(Xh) ≤ λ, h ≥ 0}, the inversep-Center problem [9].
This modeling strategy minimizes the number of trees, what reduces the sink tour length, compared to the
SHS method. Since the sink speed is orders of magnitude lowerthan wireless comunication speed, this
minimization could produces WSN with lower message delay than SHS. The inverse p-Center problem is
commonly solved by a reduction to the minimum set cover problem. Given a graph representationG of
the WSN, we construct a matrixA whereaij is 1 if the sensori ∈ S has a path inG to sensorj ∈ S

within λ hops and 0 otherwise. TheXp is obtained by soving the optimization problem (set cover problem)
XP = min{k : xk = 1,

∑
aikxk ≥ 1 ∀i, xk ∈ {0, 1}}.

Both methods divide the sensor nodesS in disjoint subsets, and sink needs to visit each subset to collect data.
In the SHS approach, the sink needs to be in the cluster centroid, and in MHS sink needs to be in the tree
root to collect data. Designing efficient routes to move the sink toward subsets is a challenger problem in
our model. It has strong impact in some WSN important metrics like message delay and successful message
delivery rate. The mobile sink needs to visit each subset in such a way that minimizes the message lost in
sensor buffers and minimizes the message delay.

The major disadvantage of using a mobile sink is that there will be considerable delay in acquiring sensed
data, since a node need to wait for the sink to approach it. Moreover, if the time that one sensor waits for
the sink is too large, some data will be dropped from its buffer to accommodate new one. Therefore, design
routes to move sink is an important part of this work. We modelthe problem of design route to sink as the
classical Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) [2] to both method. Each subset is modelled as one TSP city
and the Euclidian distance between the clusters center is used as the TSP distance measurement.

Now we detail the integration of these components into one method for WSN optimization. In the beginning
of the WSN operation, the sink defines the clusters (SHS mode) or defines the trees (MHS mode) and designs
the route toward these clusters/trees. After this procedure, it starts the tour over the clusters/trees.

The first task in a new tour is to solve the density control problem to select the subset of sensor nodes that
will be active in the next tour. After this setup, the sink starts moving to the first cluster/tree in the tour in
order of gathering sensor nodes data. Each time sink visit a cluster/tree, each sensor nodes in this cluster/tree
turn its radio on to communicate with the sink. First of all, the sink sends the density control decision to all
sensor nodes in the cluster/tree, after this, the sensor nodes start to send its data to the sink. When the sink
finishes reading all sensor nodes, it moves to the next one. After send its data to the sink, each sensor node
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turns off its radio and if it is not used in the coverage in the next tour (density control decision), it turns off
its sensor boarding and processor.

4. Results

We evaluate our proposed method through simulation. We useda WSN simulator constructed over the
SWANS simulator1. The simulation parameters were chosen based on the hardware of Mica2 nodes2, which
are commercially available.

In this paper, all optimization problems are solved using mathematical programming model. In this WSN
configuration, the TSP is solved up to 10 cities and the SCP is solved up to 400 sub-sets. These problems is
solved in no more than one minute by CPLEX solver, wich we consider acceptable in WSN context.

The simulation experiments were designed to allow a comparative analysis of the network delay, reliability
and coverage. The results show the comparison between threeconfigurations of our proposed method and
one WSN with a tree routing protocol, described as follows:RT - Implements the tree routing algorithm [11]
with routing tree updated every 100s;SHS - Implements the SHS method;MHS-2 - Implements the MHS
method whereλ = 2; MHS-3 - Implements the MHS method whereλ = 3; andMHS-4 - Implements the
MHS method whereλ = 4.

Unless stated, the simulation parameters used are: Sensingarea = 40000 m2; Sensor energy = 50 mAh;
Sensing range = 15 m; Communication range = 30 m; Transmission power = 8.9 mA; Reception power = 7
mA; Radio idle power = 7 mA; Processor power = 8 mA; Data acquisition board power = 5 mA; and Sink
speed = 1 m/s.

A temperature monitoring application was chosen to be simulated. In this application, sensor nodes collect the
temperature periodically at a constant rate of 1/20 Hz. Eachtemperature measure has 32 bits of information.
The sensor node memory can store 4 Kbytes, which is sufficientto support 14 hours of sensor data collection.
The MAC layer was the IEEE 802.11 available in SWANS simulator, as the Mica2 nodes implements a
CSMA/CA protocol. All simulation experiments were executed for 10 hours and repeated 33 times. The
results present confidence interval of 95%.
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Figure 1:

The main disadvantage of using a mobile sink is the large message delay [13]. We analyse the different
configurations performance as the size of the network grows.Figure 1(a) shows the results. We do not show
in this figure the RT results, since they are orders of magnitude lower than the other configurations; however
RT message delay increases 4.9 times (from 0.1s to 0.6s) whenthe network grows from 50 to 400 sensor

1Scalable Wireless Ad hoc Network Simulation. http://jist.ece.cornell.edu/
2XBOW MICA2 - Wireless Measurement System. http://www.xbow.com/
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nodes. In the same interval, SHS message delay increases only 0.6 times, while SHS configurations reduces
the message delay up to 0.37 times (MHS-4). This result showsthe greater advantage of RT in delay metric,
however shows the better scalability of MSH and SHS methods.

Now we analyse the algorithms in terms of network lifetime. The network lifetime is commonly defined as
the time of the first sensor run out of energy. Figure 1(b) shows the results. Here, again, we do not show the
RT resutls, since the WSN with RT configuration lifetime do nothave considerable changes when network
grows: It presents an average lifetime of 192s (standard deviation=0.82). The SHS method decreases its
performance as the network grows. Since in this configuration message relay is not allowed, sink has a larger
tour length than MHS and this reduces the lifetime in SHS method due to large cicle period. In average, the
MHS-4 is 60% better than RT configuration.
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Figure 2:

Lifetime as defined previously is not a good metric for estimate the WSN useful life. In a dense network,
a failure of some sensor nodes could not compromise the WSN coverage or some coverage failures could
be acceptable. For instance, we analyse network covarage along the time for a 400 nodes sensor network.
As Figure 2(a) shows, our methods improves significantly thenetwork coverage. As the radio idle energy
consumption and the processor energy consumption is the major component of the energy consumption, the
configurations that do not make density control (RT) performworse than the others. RT configuration is able
to maintain more than 80% of coverage up to 3 hours, while our methods keep more than 80% of coverage
up to 9 hours.

The success message delivery rate is another important metric of every network protocol. Figure 2(b) shows
the rate of messages received by the sink as network size grows. As SHS use a single hop communication
protocol based on a time division multiplexing (TDM) coordinated by the mobile sink, we do not have
message collision, therefore, in this configuration, messages are only lost by sensor nodes failures (run out
of energy). Since in our simulation a few number of sensor nodes die in SHS method, the message received
rate is close to 1. All other configurations has message collision, therefore this configuration performe worse
than SHS. As network grows, message received rate reduces inRT configuration, as expected, since in this
configuration messages could cross large number of hops increasing the collision probability. The MHS
method, however, has a limited path lengh what reduces the collision probability compare to RT. This method
produces WSN configuration less sensible to network size grows.

5. Conclusions and Future works

In this paper we present two new methods for the organizationof WSNs, which integrate density control and
sink mobility. In our integrated methods, the WSN is logically organized in clusters or trees, to reduce the
sink tour time. Furthermore, the density control decisionsare deployed to sensor nodes by the sink node. The
simulation results show that our method is promising to extend WSN lifetime. Furthermore, as previewed
in the literature, our simulations do show a large message delay using mobile sink, but this large delay is
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acceptable for a large number of WSN applications. However, our results show that our methods could
improve the network coverage for a period larger than methods using data forwarding. Considering a upper
bound of 80% of coverage, our methods increase the WSN operation time up to 2 times. As future work
direction we want to investigate some strategies to reduce the message delay, for instance, by using more
than one mobile sink.
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